Section 1: Introduction
We consider nonparametric regression with a random univariate predictor. Let (X, Y) be a bivariate random variable with joint distribution H, and denote the regression function of Y on X by m(x) = E(Y I X = x). If it exists, let
I~denote the marginal density of X. A sample of size n is taken, (Yi' Xi) for i = 1, ..., n. Two common estimates of the regression function are the NadarayaWatson kernel estimate and the nearest neighbor estimate, see Nadaraya (1964) , Watson (1964) and Stute (1984) for the former, and Mack (1981) for the latter. Fix Xo and suppose we wish to estimate m(xo). The kernel and nearest neighbor estimates are defined as follows. Let K be a nonnegative even density function.
Kernel Estimates kernel estimate is (1)
Let h ker be a bandwidth depending on n. Then the (4) The estimate proposed by Yang (1981) and studied by Stute (1984) is
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The nearest neighbor estimate defines neighbors in terms of the Euclidean norm, which in this case is just absolute difference. The estimate (5) is also a nearest neighbor estimate, but now neighbors are defined in terms of distance based on empirical distribution function. This makes for computational efficiency if the uniform kernel is used. A direct application of (5) would result in O(n 2 h) operations, but using updating as the window moves over the span of the x's results in O(n) operations. Other smooth kernels can be computed efficiently by iterated smoothing, i.e., higher order convolution of the uniform kernel. Another possible device is the Fast Fourier transform (HardIe, 1987) . Since the difference between (2) and (5) is that (5) picks its neighbors symmetrically, we call ita.:JiN~tr~~;P~~~SMiis!Y>9~,:ffii~iI?'}a~~h Note that mkN N always averages ovel)t,~)J~~Ii!f~~~~~9:4J1~~'-~J>fJ:.ce,but may have an asymmetric distribt!,ti~W:t;Of:il}NPmtf'i~,.~i~i~~~~~h80'~f By contrast, m,nn always average.. over thels~~i~9WIfd#·te0~~~I~~ndright of xo, but may in effect average;~v~F'~~YJ.JXW!l«;.\I'i.S:J~j~~pqrFBod in the x-space. The estimate m,nn has an intriguing relationship with the k-NN estimator used by Friedman (1986 
2f:(xo) .
Comparison of (3) and (8) Otherwise, the optimal choice of bandwidth :fo1' th.e! kernel and ordinary nearest neighbor estimates will lead to a different mean squared error than what obtains for the symmetrized nearest neighbor estimate.
The preceeding discussion presumed that we are interested in estimating the regression function only at the point Xo and that bandwidth was chosen locally so as to minimize asymptotic mean squared error. In practice, one is usually interested in the regression curve over an interval, and the bandwidth is chosen globallY, see for example HardIe, Hall and Marron (1988) . Inspection of (3), (4) and (8) shows the usual tradeoff between kernel and nearest neighbor estimates: in the tails of the distribution of x, the former are wore variable but less biased.
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The symmetrized nearest neighborestirlia~~;1.~'Ca.ke:Atelest'imate based on transforming the x data by·1i' ..'2 Othe'rji~~srJrmia.tUms:aire\*>s~ffile, e.g.,log(x).
In general, if we transform by to "~ttfir;:ifith.~wljuiOfil('2:j()a.ti'd w has density f., then the bias and variance prbIi~itl~o8ftat~~\ilting:ierneIestimate are given by (3)- (4) and Hildenbrand 1986) . Statistically, it is in this range of the data that the density !" takes on small values, which is exactly when we expect the biggest differences in the estimates, Le., the kernel estimate should be more variable but less biased.
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